
Since the 1930s, the middle class has played a central role in the expansion of mass consumption in most advanced 
societies. The increased access to consumer goods has affected many aspects of life and, as Pierre Bourdieu famously 
argued in The Distinction, strategies of consumption have influenced the way social statuses are perceived, communicated 
and transmitted. These phenomena have also made an impact on how space and built form are considered and used.
Architecture can be viewed as a salient component of this process of social transformation, one based on the 
recognition, on the part of specific social groups, of the symbolic values assigned to material consumption. With its 
capacity to define the symbolic barriers that separate social classes, architecture has contributed to the shaping of many 
contemporary societal hierarchies: targeted by designers, contractors, real estate investors as well as by public policies, 
the middle class has built part of its cultural identity on precise models of life and aesthetic preferences.
This session intends to investigate how architecture, by proposing ways of living and lifestyles that came to be considered 
characteristically bourgeois, has contributed to a process of middle class self-identification. Papers were invited to 
examine the architectural models that, since the 1930s, were developed and advanced in an effort to address and shape 
the residential needs of the middle class. Among the questions the session wants to address are: how did designers, 
developers or real estate operators imagine the middle class and its internal articulation? Did specific buildings serve 
as reference points for the diffusion of peculiar solutions, related for example to spatial organization, technological 
equipment or use of materials? Did specific middle class groups develop forms of social identification with elements or 
practices related to architecture? And how were residential spaces transformed by the people who inhabited them? The 
session’s goal is to promote a debate on methodology applied to the architectural history of everyday life.

“The Garden as the Biggest Room of the Home:” The Search for a Turkish Way of Modern Life
Gül Neşe Doğusan-Alexander — Istanbul Technical University, Turkey
Architecturally, Turkish housing settlements of the early republican period (1923-1950) look like replicas of Western 
suburban models. But these settlements are the products of a search for a distinctly Turkish form of modern life, and 
members of the emerging middle class pursued this search through a collectivist organizational model instead of a 
model driven by profit-seeking developers. 
The members of this class were predominantly high-ranking government employees. Their first priority in defining a 
habitus of their own was to become possessors of a single-family home with a garden, with modern facilities such as 
central heating, electricity, built-in kitchens and bathrooms. However, the private construction sector was not advanced 
enough to satisfy the demand for homeownership. Members of the middle class solved this problem by establishing 
temporary corporations in the form of housing cooperatives.
In this paper I explain how future residents became the decision makers throughout the construction process, revising 
the architects’ plans according to their image of Turkish identity. In the past scholars have treated these cooperatives 
as straightforward examples of architects’ adopting the Garden City model. This paper takes a different approach, 
considering the perspectives of all the actors in this process: government agencies, architects, and, most importantly, 
members of the middle class. I substantiate my argument by analyzing Merbank Housing Cooperative, designed by Zeki 
Sayar and Turgut Cansever for employees of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey in 1948. Sayar, the publisher of 
prominent Turkish magazine Arkitekt, propounded his views on the homeownership problem in numerous articles. In 
addition to examining the designs for the Merbank project, I compare the discourse of popular magazines, novels, and 
municipal planning codes with articles by Sayar and others from architectural magazines of the period. This method 
reveals the interactions and tensions between architects’ and users’ visions of the shared habitus.

Between the Soviet Mass and Elite: Alternative Housing Projects in Soviet Lithuania in the 1960s
Marija Drėmaitė — Vilnius University, Lithuania
This paper discusses the political, social and architectural shaping of the Soviet industrialized housing sector with 
a focus on the architects’ influence in creating “a better living” in a well-known stiff Soviet construction system. 
Khrushchev era’s rush for standardized and industrialized housing might be seen as one of the strongest factors in 
creating a classless Soviet society. It might as well be compared to the egalitarian middle class society. However, despite 
the unification and standardization pursued during this period, it is possible to identify different approaches to housing 
design, in particular in projects geared to specific groups of the Soviet society. This paper examines how the all-Union 
mass housing industrialization policy and practice were carried out in the 1960s in the Western periphery of the USSR, 
namely in Lithuania, the Soviet republic that became the leader in mass housing urban design because of the Western 
oriented ambitions of the local architects.
Cooperative housing was introduced in Lithuania in the 1960s and it was intended to replace single-family housing in the 
cities. However, cooperative housing served also as a field for experimentation for architects eager to express more varied 
planning ideas. Two important projects by young ambitious modernist architects are compared in the paper. The first 
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one is a housing unit for the Composer’s Union cooperative (1959-1966), an organization that might be seen as rather 
privileged in the Soviet society. The second is a large pre-fabricated suburban housing area (1962-1972) that introduced 
innovative planning ideas and was awarded the Lenin Prize. Both designs were realized in Vilnius and reflect the Nordic 
influence as well as the effort on the part of the architects to introduce novel principles of planning and architecture.

Moderate Modernism for the Middle Class: The West German Modernist “Bungalow” and the 
Ideal of a Prosperous “Levelled Middle Class Society” in Post-war West Germany
Carola Ebert — Technical University Berlin, Germany
The West German Bungalow is an etymological oddity: although perceived as an American building typology, its modern 
architecture does not resemble that of the American bungalow at all. In the 1950s Richard Neutra’s buildings -- although 
not called bungalows in the US -- were hailed in German publications as “the most contemporary and technically most 
accomplished form” of the Bungalow,  and Esther McCoy’s overview  of the Case Study programme, was published in 
German in 1964 as “New Directions in Housing: Showhouses and Bungalows”. 
Built in the 1950s and 1960s in the country’s formative years during the economic growth of the Wirtschaftswunder or 
“economic miracle”, West German bungalows symbolise more than the advent of flat-roof modernism on the housing 
market. In the light of the re-definition of West German society after 1945, the sudden rise of this modern bungalow 
typology relates to concomitant political and sociological concepts that focussed on “Prosperity for all”  and the “levelled 
middle class society”. 
Reflecting seminal literature on bungalow culture and the post-war American single-family house, this paper analyses 
the architecture of exemplary West German bungalows from the perspective of the contemporary middle class values 
they embody: modern and forward looking, egalitarian, prosperous yet modest. It concludes that the West German 
“bungalow” is not a mistaken Anglicism. In its focus on modern family life,  on the educated middle class appreciation 
of both landscape  and contemporary architectural design and construction techniques,  this typology is indeed a 
(modernist) bungalow. It is precisely its typological breadth from the refined to the cheap, and its focus on inhabitability,  
i.e. its moderate modernism for the middle classes, that renders this typology exemplary for the early years of the West 
German republic, whose societal ideal was to achieve a middle class society by means of the social market economy.

Keep it Looking Beautiful! Historicized Residential Architecture as a Means of Reproducing the 
Middle Class Self
Sabine Meier — University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
In many Western countries, interest in historicized residential architecture is growing, as demonstrated by the 
popularity of neo-vernacular or neo-traditional architecture as the basis of new urbanisms (Furuseth 1997; Dostrovsky 
and Harris 2008; Mauldin 2009). Countries like the UK, Canada or the United States have long-established traditions 
of historicized housing, building types that seem to remain popular despite being sometimes derided by several 
“modern” architects.
In the Netherlands, neo-traditional residential architecture has widely been disputed from the beginning of the 1950s 
to the mid-1990s. Dutch architects who were in favour of the reproduction of “pre-modern” building traditions, like the 
protagonists of the so-called Delfse School, were given almost no opportunity to realize projects. The bulk of the Dutch 
housing production realized after the Second World War followed generally approved modernist design guidelines. 
During the past fifteen years, however, neo-traditional neighbourhoods are becoming more common. One of the 
important reasons for the recent approval is the increased production and consumption of owner-occupied houses for 
the Dutch middle class.
While many studies highlight the rationale behind the production of historicized neighbourhoods (Falconer Al-Hindi 
2001; Furuseth 1997; McCann 1995), the ability to design features to encourage community formation (Falconer Al-
Hindi and Staddon 1997; Talen 2005), and the conflicting representations of the places’ history on the part of planners 
and residents (Till 1993; Bailey and Bryson 2006), the empirical question that has been largely ignored is how residents 
themselves construct their middle class place-identity through the consumption of neo-traditional architecture. 
The consumption of goods as well as of places and architectural styles is an economic and cultural practice by which 
people classify themselves (and others) as being part of a social “class” (Bourdieu 1984; Duncan and Duncan 2004). 
Hence, consuming practices plays a role in the production of “classed” identities (Bottero 2004; Lawler 2005; Skeggs 
2005), or as Carter et al. (2007:757) put it, these “practices are integral to conceptualising identity by defining and re-
defining rules of inclusion and exclusion.”
In this paper, I aim to explore how people produce a “classed” place-identity, first by developing attitudes towards, and 
social and cultural practices in, residential space (Proshansky et al. 1983) and second, by the way they judge and classify 
these in order to draw symbolic boundaries between “people like us” and the “others” (Savage 2010). Drawing on 
Leyshon and Bull (2011:164) -- who suggest that “people should be seen as cultural agents embedded in social processes 
producing their own narratives of their everyday lives” --, I analyse the residents’ narratives through which symbolic 
boundary drawing becomes apparent. The research is based on narratives evidenced by in-depth interviews involving 
fifteen households in the Dutch neo-traditional neighbourhood of Brandevoort.
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Middle Class Emerging from the Margins of Society
Jacqueline Taylor — University of Virginia, U.S.
In 1939, Amaza Meredith, an African American woman from Lynchburg, Virginia, designed a modern style house for 
herself and her lifelong companion, a fellow teacher at Virginia State College. The house, with its geometric forms, 
flat roof, and whitewashed stucco walls punctuated with glass bricks, stood apart from the traditional red brick of 
the college campus, signaling a break with the past. While the forms of this modest house suggest a familiarity with 
current modernist discourses in architectural design, their application by an African American lesbian woman in a 
marginalized southern landscape is nothing short of remarkable. As a black woman, Amaza Meredith was excluded 
from the dominant elite white male educational programs dedicated to architectural design and its professional 
fraternities. Instead, her private papers -- including the ephemera of cultural excursions and architectural blue prints 
-- reveal she expanded her knowledge of architecture and aesthetics in the Fine Art program at Columbia University 
Teacher’s College, and through the social and cultural milieu of her environment.
While at Columbia, Amaza studied under a curriculum by Arthur Wesley Dow, and absorbed innovations in aesthetics 
transmitted through staged living spaces displayed in New York’s department stores, in popular magazines, and in 
exhibits dedicated to new ways of living presented in galleries and museums. Armed with this newly acquired body 
of knowledge and sophisticated taste Amaza returned south to Virginia State College to mold a new generation of 
African Americans worthy of inclusion in middle class American society. Her house, visible from the college grounds, 
represented a cultural identity steeped in avant-garde aesthetics, while simultaneously articulating alternative, modern, 
notions of race and gender through new definitions of space. 
Amaza Meredith’s non-traditional, architectural education and cultural development suggest the impact of mass 
consumption on a broad swath of society. Examination of her case provides an opportunity to expand the scholarly 
framework and explore the role of architecture in processes of middle class self-identification from the perspective of 
a group seldom accommodated in such discourses and yet curiously obsessed with establishing such identification at 
this time.
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